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TIMELINE OF
THE CHURCH
1840

1991

Structural issues mean major building
work. Congregation raise £200,000 towards
the costs.

There has been a church on this
site, worshipping and serving
within the city of Lincoln since
1840 - with just five years when
the building was unoccupied.

2005
Congregationalists build a new church and
school in the city centre, designed by Mr Fenton
of Chelmsford.

1882-1979

and renovated over the years, and the

2017

congregation continue to find innovative
ways of raising the money to fund the
and Bazaars in the Cornhill to the Rise and

Architects. Space used as a coffee shop and
for small gatherings.

These listed buildings have been adapted

building costs - from holding Grand Fairs

New courtyard roof designed by David Glew

The church is too small! New building planned designed by Bellamy and Hardy.

Build fund that is used today.
Loggia railings installed along the front of

This leaflet is designed to give you a taste of

Newland Chambers.

the heritage of the buildings and of the

2020

stories of the people who have worshipped
here through the generations.
The in-between years. A ‘Grand Fair and Bazaar’
held in the Cornhill as a fundraiser.
The hall in Newland Chambers was used by
servicemen in WW2. Evangel Church buy the

Stonemason repairs the 4 capstones and the

property in the late 1970s.

facade is given a facelift.

Welcome to
Alive Lincoln

We hope that you will be inspired to
further explore the heritage of these
two buildings through the website,
the virtual tour and perhaps one day
to come and visit in person.

With thanks to:
Heritage Funding for funding this project, the
repairs to the building and the virtual tour.

We are honoured to be the
custodians of these two listed
buildings.
Alive Church are ensuring they are preserved for

Heritage Lincolnshire for collaborating with the
Research Team to produce this leaflet.
The Research Team for investigating the heritage
of these buildings.

generations to come.
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